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VAWG in London
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Crime trend information drawn from police recorded crime and Office for National Statistics Crime Survey for England and Wales

Women and Girls are disproportionately 

affected by rape, sexual offences and 

domestic abuse offences.

Source: MPS recorded crime 2018/19

Police recorded domestic abuse and sexual 

offences have both been increasing in recent 

years – despite no indication in an increase in 

prevalence (CSEW) 

Source: MPS recorded crime 2018/19, CSEW

12%  
Increase in recorded Domestic Abuse in the year 

up to March 2019 compared to same period to 

March 2018 – DA contributes to approximately 1 

in 10 recorded crimes in London

5%  
Increase in recorded Sexual Offences in the

year up to March 2019 compared to same 

period to March 2018

Between April 2018 and 

April 2019, reported rape 

offences have 

considerably increased in 

a small number of 

boroughs relative to the 

rest of London

29%
of all domestic abuse offences 

occurred in the most vulnerable 

wards (top 0-20%) compared to 

11% of offences occurring in the 

least vulnerable wards (bottom 

80-100%).

Under-reporting of VAWG crimes 

continues to be a significant issue

Source: CSEW

83%  
victims of sexual assaults did not report their 

experience to the police

It is important to note that information recorded and held by police can only provide 

a partial picture of the level of crime experienced by the public. 

Furthermore, our knowledge and understanding of the prevalence of Harmful 

Practices (FGM, Honour Based Violence and Forced Marriage) remains limited.

CSEW source: 

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/adhocs/008805crimesurveyenglandandwalesestimatesofsexualassaultanddomesticabuseexperiencedbyadultsaged16to59

VAWG crime trend & reporting
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Victim needs and vulnerabilities

Marital status and living situation

Source: CSEW, MPS recorded crime 2018/19, CSEW

1 in 8  
single adult women living with children were 

victims of domestic abuse in the preceding 12 

months to the survey compared with 6.4% of 

those living in a household with no children

~13%  
Of women earning less than £10,000 per 

annum had experienced domestic abuse in 

the year prior to survey. This compares to 

3.7% who earned £50,000 or more

Long term illness or disability

Source: CSEW

18%  
Of women responding to the CSEW self 

completion who had a long term illness or 

disability reported having experienced 

domestic abuse in the preceding year. This 

compares to 4.5% of women without long 

term illness or disabilities. 

1 in 10
women responding to the CSEW self 

completion who had a long term illness or 

disability reported having experienced 

sexual assault in the year prior to survey. 

This compares to 3 in 100 without long 

standing illness or disabilities. 

London’s independent Victims Commissioner has also conducted work with 
women and girls directly affected by domestic abuse who have experienced 
barriers in receiving support because of their immigration status leading to 

reticence to report the abuse to authorities in fear of being deported (1)

CSEW source: https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/adhocs/008805crimesurveyenglandandwalesestimatesofsexualassaultanddomesticabuseexperiencedbyadultsaged16to59
(1) https://www.london.gov.uk/press-releases/mayoral/protect-victims-of-crime-with-insecure-status

Younger victims indicate higher 
prevalence

Source (s): CSEW, EVAW YouGov poll 2016

~10%  
Of women aged 16-19 or 20-24 were more 

likely to be victims of any domestic abuse 

in the year preceding the survey

16-24
Year old women most frequently 

experience domestic abuse and sexual 

offences (CSEW self completion module). 

In police recorded crime, victims were 

most frequently aged 20-34 years of age. 

85%
16-24 year old women had experienced 

sexual harassment in public –compared to 

64% of all women irrespective of age

Support services

Source: Mayor’s VAWG Strategy 2018-21

1,137
Online referrals received by London 

Survivors Gateway for sexual violence 

between October 2018 and June 2019. 

Those receiving specialist services the 

average wait was between 4-6 months

2,866
Survivors of rape and sexual violence 

supported by Rape Crisis 

(2016/17)

1,500
Survivors of sexual assault were 

forensically examined by London 

Havens. A further 1,300 accessed the 

service through urgent self referral 

(2016/17) 

Insights from CSEW and other sources can be used to identify victim needs and vulnerabilities which may not be captured by police data. Additional 

information is needed to capture the ‘hidden demographics’ and identify which cohorts are most in need.

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/crimeandjustice/adhocs/008805crimesurveyenglandandwalesestimatesofsexualassaultanddomesticabuseexperiencedbyadultsaged16to59
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Overarching objectives:

• To ensure that victims in London have a consistent response from statutory services to 
support their recovery and to reduce their level of risk;

• To identify examples of best practice that can be replicated across London;

• To improve collaboration between the statutory and voluntary/community sector, so that 
partners get the maximum benefit from knowledge and skills;

• To provide a clear route of progression highlighting improvements that can be delivered in the 
short term leading to a longer-term ways of working

VAWG stakeholder engagement review
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As part of this process we will be engaging with statutory services, the specialist sector, and the 
voice of victims and survivors. 

Our approach

© Moorhouse 2019 

Understand

Report

Develop

Mobilise

Publish
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Mission & design principles
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Strategic vision for VAWG sector in London
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“Our vision is of a city where every woman and every girl can live in safety – where 

men and boys don’t think violence against women and girls is acceptable and where 

women and girls don’t feel it is inevitable.”

The London Tackling Violence Against Women and Girls Strategy 2018-2021
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Mission and design principles
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“Until we can eradicate violence 

against women and girls in London, we 

commit to working collaboratively 

together to deliver the best possible 

services and support to victims / 

survivors of VAWG.”

Draft London VAWG sector mission Draft design principles

VICTIM 

CENTRIC

AGILE

OUTCOME 

FOCUSED

COST EFFECTIVE 

& SUSTAINABLE

CLEAR & 

COLLABORATIVE

Placing victims and their needs at the heart of the operating 
model, to ensure approach to providing support is centred 
around their needs.

Flexible to adapt to changing conditions and needs of victims.

Delivering better outcomes for victims and society, and 
constantly measuring how we’re doing.

Driving joined up working across the statutory and VCS 
sectors, with clear roles and responsibilities.

Building an approach that can last, upskilling people driving 
cost efficiency.
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Victim / survivor needs and journey
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Overview of the victim / survivor journey
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I am aware

I get 

resolution

I seek 

support

I take 

action

Stages of the victim/survivor 

journey

“As a victim / 

survivor, I am 

taking appropriate 

action based on 

my needs.”

“As a victim / 

survivor, I get a 

sense of  resolution 

and / or 

compensation from 

the situation.”

“As a victim / survivor, I 

understand what support 

is available and how to 

engage it. I am offered 

appropriate support, and I 

am engaging with a 

service provider to 

discuss my situation.”

“As a member of the public, 

I am aware of the work the 

VAWG sector does, and 

support offered to victims / 

survivors, and the possible 

outcomes of that support. I 

am regularly asked if I am a 

victim of DA / SV.”

Victims/Survivors may not ever become aware, 

and those who do may not decide to seek 

support, or be given the opportunity to do so
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What are the needs and wants of victims/ survivors?
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I am aware I seek support I take action I get resolution

1

I want to feel safe in the city I live in. I know what is needed to get support. I need to feel I can come forward and tell 

someone what has happened to me.

I don’t want to be judged. I need to know what support is available to 

me post-trial.

2

I fear I would be blamed. I know what information I need to provide in 

order to start the process.

I want to ensure I don’t have to mediate with my 

abuser.

I need to keep my children safe. I want an apology.

3

I need to understand the myths around 

DA and SV. 

I need to be able to communicate in my own 

language throughout the process.

I need to be understood, not be blamed for what 

has happened to me.

I am aware of how and when I will be 

contacted with further information.

I want to see that justice has been done.

4

I need to be regularly asked if I am a 

victim of DA / SV and want to know what 

support would be available to me.

I want to understand the stages of the criminal 

justice process.

I want to be listened to and feel protected. I know that my case is being examined 

and people are working hard to help me 

recover.

I want to feel that my voice has been 

heard.

5

I need to understand how I could 

change my situation.

I have found out how many of these crime types 

end in prosecution. 

I can go at my own pace throughout the process. I want to stay in my home and be able to 

live in a safe and protected environment.

I need for some of the damage done to 

have been remedied.

6

I want to know my rights as a migrant in 

this country.

I know what I can expect from the police if I 

decide to report this crime.

I won’t be forced to give evidence or hand over 

my phone.

I am given options that are suited to my 

situation.

I need to have access to an ongoing 

support network, when I need it.

7

I have seen a campaign raising 

awareness of support services for 

domestic abuse victims/ survivors.

I want to meet someone to talk more about the 

options available to me. 

I can go down whichever path I choose. I want to bring my perpetrator to justice. I need to know my rights to complain.

8

I need a range of stories with different 

outcomes.

I am aware of who I need to contact and what 

happens next.

I do not have to report the crime to the police. I need to know that the police will be 

discreet.

I need to know when the perpetrator may 

be a threat to me again (e.g. release for 

parole).

9

I need information to be accessible, in 

multiple mediums and locations.

I need to know what services and support are 

available to me if I decide not to report to the 

police.

I want to access support outside office hours. I need to be able to access support when I 

need it.

I need to be able to move forward with my 

life.

1
0

I need to see clear messaging that 

describes the crime as it is.

I want to know if what has happened to me is 

normal.

I need to be given multiple opportunities to 

disclose if I am a victim of DV or SV.

I need to be able to keep working, and not 

lose my livelihood.

I want to be notified if the case is 

reopened. 

Trigger incident 

occurs

A decision made by the v/s 

to change their situation

The v/s can focus 

on recovery

There is no typical victim/survivors’ journey and the the breadth of the needs and wants of 

victims/survivors demonstrates how complex the journey can be.  
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Discussion
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Summary and action points
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